Chapter 6 - 'Man's Laws'; Are They Valid? Are They Anti-Christ?
C) "Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding...!
"And none of the wicked shall understand; but the wise shall
understand." - Daniel 12:10 (in part).
Rarely do I run into an individual which tells me that they are
stupid, without wisdom, without understanding, and generally without
wisdom. Actually, most individuals seem to have 'great opinions'
about many subjects. These opionions are what some would call the
perceptions of said individual. Perceptions become reality to most,
exclusive to fact . In other words, to many reality is not necessarily
fact; but, rather what they believe based upon their opinion.
The definition of Babylon with respect to individuals is that the
individuals in Babylon are communicating a continuance of babel upon
babel. Babel - confusion of language and voices, tumult, hubbub,
clamor, jargon, discord, etc..
Those which are in Babylon reject wisdom and understanding because
'they1 have never heard the 'wisdom and understanding' of a certain
subject; thusly, because they have not 'heard' it must not be true.
Thusly, a definition of wicked is presented.
This Part C is intended for the individual to ' check- it-out '.
Actually, do some serious research, do some serious contemplation,
ask some serious questions about your life and society. Your failure
to do same will not necessarily cause a crisis on my behalf!
"...0 my Lord, what shall be the end of these things?" - Dan. 12:8.
This is the conclusion of the book of Daniel and one must read Daniel
to understand that this book gives a summary of the last days.
Dan. 12:11 - "And from the time that the daily sacrifice shall be taken
away, and the abomination that make th desolate set up. .„". Notice that
two things, daily sacrifice taken away and an abomination is set up,
occur a 'the same time1. Also, notice that the abomination is hot in
place at this time; only the beginning of 'the set up* is mentioned.
Re-read this for content if necessary.
Clarity is understood with the definition of 'daily sacrifice'. Of
all the individuals which I have asked for said definition, NONE
have known said definition. The worst offenders were the 'preachers'
as 'they* become totally dismissive about the necessity of knowledge.
The 'daily sacrifice' was the daily offering/continuouse offering.
One should read all the listings (verses) in Strongstein's given for
said words .
The 'daily sacrifice' was not sacrifice as the word sacrifice never
occured in this verse and was substituted to conjure up thoughts of
'blood-rituals'. What this was is a requirement of certain members of
the Levite priesthood to: do certain measurements such as time,
planetary /moon/ star positions, eat a certain meal at noon and midnight,
collect jthe resources from the population to do this, and to light a
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special- candle at noon and midnight. If one did not know what the
'daily sacrifice1 was, how could one find out when it was taken away?
At this point, do you the reader have a thought in your mind to ask
some preachers and pontif ficators about the definition of daily sacrifice?
If not, why not?
Now this special candle was reputed to burn almost exactly from noon
to midnight and of course from midnight to noon. This candle was how
I found 'the taking away1 which thusly, gives the 'time'.
The Universal (Pagan) Catholic Church had a conference in 665 through
685 A.D. . Now 665 A.D. was the year in which the attendies traveled,
did preliminary politics, and debauchery. The opening was 666 A.D. .
Rather, an interesting date and number. Those which have listened to
the audios of the Gathering/Offering have heard about 'pagan time1
versis 'THE LORD's TIME1 at the beginning of each program. 'Pagan time'
is the number of a man, the pagan pope which switched time . into a
form different than which is spoken at the beginning of said program.
Getting it now?
It is your job to look up the name of this conference. It is your job
to learn the 'history1 relative to this conference as it is listed as
'the cause1 of all wars since said date in the world,
I found said conference by the 'changing of two candles to one candle'
by the Catholic Church. You now have the date and the subject material.
You have the lemons; just squeeze them and enjoy.
"...a thousand two hundred and ninety days." "...the thousand
three, hundred and five and thirty days . " - Dan. 12:11&12 in parts.
And the preachers and pontif icators(P 6s P's which means pissing down
your pants legs) tell you that this numbers in the above mean the 7
years of tribulations ( 3% * 3% years). Unfortunately, 2625(1290 +
1335) divided by 364 = 7.21 years: and divided by 365 = 7.19 years.
Guess the P & P assume that you can not divide. Or the P & P 's say
"Well, it is at least close!". Are they playing 'horse-shoes'?
One takes the number 1290 for the first number; and then one subtracts
1290 from 1335 to arrive at the second number of 45. If you can not
get this read the verses for * content ' .
666 plus 1290 equals 1956; so big deal you say! What happened in
1956 besides the 'completing and operating of the computer hard-drive'?
This made a computer into a 'controlling' device, i.e. it gave the
complete possibility to monitor/control/allow/disallow activities
such as travel/commerce/sales/purchases etc. etc. . This happens right
now and in the past of our lives, since 1956.
The control numbers are the Social Security Number and the Z.I. P. Code
number . Each has 9 digets. Without these numbers it is almost impossible
to function.(s) in our society. 9 + 9 = 18. 6 + 6 + 6 = 18.
And, one wonders how something is so simple. Well, THE LORD knows we
are not very smart!
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Each of you now know the 'number of the beast1. And, if each of you
do not know what happens to those with the number, 'it is known as
the lake-of-fire'. And, now my reasons for revoking my social security
number are exposed.
WHEN one subtracts 1290 from 1335 the resulting number is 45. When
one adds?45 to 1956 the resulting number is 2001. What happened is
New York City in 2001?
To get the correct answer, one would return to Daniel, Chap. 8, verses
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I am not going to spend hours typing minute details about this. I am
going to verbalise this. One might want to listen to the audio.
And, if one is interested, a verbalization about the :'mark" and
'name1 of the beast will be offered. And, the 'image-of-the-beast'
and the 'mouse'!
Blessing to those with 'eyes and ears'.
shall appear.

For as they open wisdom

